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them less, as they sit comfortably in large caf6s on lighted
boulevards to watch the trams go by, than to receive a
replica of the immortal telegram once handed to " a banana
king, a rubber prince, a sarsaparilla, indigo, and mahogany
baron " in Cabbages and Kings:
" His Nibs skedaddled yesterday per jack-rabbit line
with all the coin in the kitty and the bundle of muslin he's
spoony about. The boodle is six figures short. Our
crowd in good shape, but we need the spondulicks. You
collar it. The main guy and the dry goods are headed for
the briny.11
Such communications, it may be said with confidence, are
extremely rare south of the Equator, though they are not
unknown three thousand miles away. But there is often
trouble in the Balkans while the omnibuses are running
regularly to the Bank.
Not that revolution is wholly unknown in the more
powerful and settled communities of South America. The
application of armed violence to politics is an inheritance, it
would appear, from Spain. Someone remarked in Buenos
Aires that the sub-continent had been largely populated by
Spanish younger sons, by spirited cadets, that is to say,
who found life in a new country preferable to the less eventful
calendar of life at home. But there is very little evidence
that their elder brothers, who remained in Spain, were
wholly immune from sudden impulses of a destructive
character. For the Nineteenth Century in Spain and the
Twentieth in Portugal were punctuated by every variety of
revolution, riot, zndpronunciamiento. Under Queen Isabella
most generals in the Spanish army had been Prime Minister
or exiled to the Canary Islands or besieged in Barcelona or
all three at the same time; and the same spirit crossed the
Atlantic with their young relations. This tendency was
aggravated by an unfortunate taste for written constitutions,
It was one thing to draft an eloquent adaptation of the
Constitution of the United States or to obtain one ready-
made (as was so often done) from the encyclopaedic Mr.

